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Abstract. Stein has shown that M f E L <==> f E L log L where M f is the Hardy
Littlewood maximal function. In this paper we are giving a "dual" result of the type 

L 
MfE-- <==> fEL, 

log£ 

and some generalizations of the related inequalities. 

1. Introduction. Let Q0 be a fixed cube in JRN with sides parallel to the axes 
and for f E L1 ( Q0 ) let us define the local maximal function 

Mf(x) = ~~g l~l fo if(y)j dy, Vx E Qo, 

QCQo 

where the supremum extends over all cubes Q C Q0 containing x with sides parallel 
to the coordinate axes. A well known theorem of Hardy-Littlewood asserts that if 
f E LlogL(Q0 ), then Mf E L 1 (Q 0 ). In [14] Stein shows that the converse of this 
theorem is also true; namely, it can be proved that (see, e.g., [8]) 

r if(x)jlog (e + 1'Y)', I) dx :S zN 1 M f(x) dx. 
}Qo IQol Qo j Qo 

(1) 

In this paper (see section 3) we give the following "dual" inequality: 

.£1t(x)ldx <; 2N+' .£ ( Mf(x) ) dx, 
Qo Qo log e + 'Mf(x)M 

iQiiT JQo f 

(2) 

Moreover, we give a generalization of the Hardy-Littlewood theorem (see §4) which 
covers many well-known classical results (e.g., liM filL( log L)" :S ciifll L(log L)"+' with 
a:> 0, IIMJIILP :S ciifliLp withp > 1, IIMJIILP(JogL)" :S ciifliLP(JogL)" withp > 1 
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